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An Introduction to the Steelscape FEVE Coatings Family
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	What is FEVE? 
FLUOROETHYLENE VINYL ETHER (shortened to FEVE) refers to a product family of tinted translucent coatings.
Specifically developed for exterior applications, these coatings feature the same high-performance carbon-fluorine bond found in premium PVDF paints. This provides excellent durability against the effects of corrosion, UV light, and humidity. Unlike traditional paint systems, FEVE coatings are developed to provide color and performance without the use of a primer. This enables the distinctive visual appeal of the base metal to be apparent while providing enhanced color depth and a unique interaction with light.
Steelscape offers three distinct products featuring this exceptional architectural finish.










VINTAGE®
MORE INFORMATION ➜ Vintage Product Page
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VINTAGE®
FINISH DESCRIPTION: Vintage® recreates the warmth and character of aged metal. Extensively used in metal building design for its versatile color and as a cost-effective substitute for zinc. Vintage offers greater color vibrancy and depth compared to traditional gray and bronze paint colors.
TECHNICAL DETAILS: A semitransparent coating over Steelscape’s TruZinc® galvanized steel. Offered in 24-gauge thickness (0.0236") with a G90 coating weight (the industry standard for galvanized corrosion protection). Vintage carries a limited 20-year finish warranty and is produced at Steelscape’s Kalama, WA facility.
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LEGACY

EVOLUTION
 VINTAGE® HERITAGE	MORE INFORMATION ➜ Vintage Heritage Product Page	
FINISH DESCRIPTION: Vintage® Heritage is the next generation of Vintage. Featuring a printed design beneath the popular Vintage finish, it offers a more pronounced design for greater finish definition.
Available in Two Patterns:
Legacy: A varied mottled pattern creating a spangled effect.
Evolution: Brushed varied parallel lines creating a striated effect.
TECHNICAL DETAILS: A printed design beneath a semitransparent coating. Produced on TruZinc® metallic coated steel in either 22 or 24-gauge thickness (0.0296" or 0.0236"). Both designs feature the same limited 20-year finish warranty as Vintage.
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URBAN SLATE

SUNGOLD

RAINFOREST

IRONSTONE
 ETERNAL COLLECTION®	MORE INFORMATION ➜ Eternal Collection Product Page	
FINISH DESCRIPTION: Eternal Collection® is Steelscape’s coated steel alternative to costly tinted European zinc. It provides the same enhanced color depth as Vintage but offers a broader color palette and is supported by the additional corrosion protection of ZINCALUME®.
Available in Four Semitransparent Tones: Ironstone: reddish/copper Rainforest: green
Sungold: bronze
Urban Slate: gunmetal blue
TECHNICAL DETAILS: A semitransparent coating over spangled ZINCALUME. Available in 22 and 24- gauge thicknesses (0.0296" or 0.0236") and carries a limited 20-year finish warranty and 25½ year substrate corrosion warranty. Produced at Steelscape’s Rancho Cucamonga, CA facility.


SUMMARY
VINTAGE®
VINTAGE HERITAGE®
ETERNAL COLLECTION®
SUBSTRATE
TruZinc
TruZinc
ZINCALUME
COATING WEIGHT
G90
G90
AZ50
THICKNESS
0.0236” (24ga)
0.0236” (24ga)
0.0296” (22ga)
0.0236” (24ga)
0.0296” (22ga)
PRODUCTION
Kalama, WA
Kalama, WA
Rancho Cucamonga, CA
FINISH WARRANTY
20-year coating
20-year coating
20-year coating
CORROSION WARRANTY
N/A
N/A
25½ year substrate

